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Chapter 1 

 

* * *  

 

LEATHER AND GRASS 

 

 

A long time ago—a lifetime ago—I loved baseball.  I loved the feel of the 

ball, especially a new ball at the beginning of a game, with its smooth and 

unscuffed white cover and slightly raised crimson seams.   I loved the smell of it.  

I also loved the smell and the feel of my baseball glove, a Wilson, sweet and rich 

and comforting, and I loved the way you could mold it to fit your hand. I still 

have it, fifty years later.  I confess it doesn’t smell as nice. 

 I loved bats too.  All bats were made of wood then.  When new, they had a 

wonderful smell, deep and exotic but somehow warm, kind and friendly.  A 

good new bat seemed almost to purr audibly when you touched it.  I especially 

loved bats that other kids hadn’t dented by hitting small stones with, and most 

especially I loved bats that felt right, that had the right size handle for my small 

hands, not too large and not too small, bats that nonetheless felt substantial and 

powerful and purposeful.  They were hard to find, and it seemed that if I found 

one, some other kid would invariably break it in batting practice because he 

negligently allowed the label to face the pitcher while swinging at a pitch that 
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was down the middle and fast, resulting in a weakly struck ball that bore no 

resemblance to the utter destruction that ball-on-bat-label did to my most recent 

favorite bat. Oh, the pain! How could some kids not see the damage that they 

were so capable of inflicting?  It wasn’t just my bat that was breaking:  It was my 

heart, seeing my life, my career, in splinters in front of me!  Usually they hadn’t 

even asked if they could use my favorite bat.  And if they had asked, I would 

never have said no.  Thinking it over, now, if I could do it over, I would have 

said no in my little boy voice.  It might well have saved my major league career!  

But what did I know then?  I had always been taught to share.  But I didn’t know 

that I would be giving up my life, my career, so they could use my bat, and use it 

improperly.  I wonder how my life would be different.  Would I be in the Hall of 

Fame now, in Cooperstown? Me, in bronze, holding my unblemished favorite 

bat, next to Babe Ruth, Lou Gehrig, Ted Williams, Ty Cobb, Christy Mathewson, 

Honus Wagner?  Oh, what might have been!  What were they thinking when 

they turned that label toward the pitcher?  Did they deliberately try to destroy 

my life? Sometimes I wonder.  Could they be that careless?  Or just stupid?  

Anyway, the search for a new, unblemished bat began anew, and was seldom 

successful in time to salvage my season. 

Summers were for baseball.  It took too long for summer to arrive, but it 

always did, bringing summer scents of leather and grass.  Little League practices 
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started when the ground was muddy and the grass was brown and lifeless and 

the weather was cold and wet and miserable.  Your shoes and socks were moist 

and squishy.  Your mitt would have large dark spots where water soaked in, and 

the sweet leather smell was masked by a different kind of unpleasant smell.  It 

would hurt your hands sometimes to hit the ball with the bat, especially if you 

were unfortunate enough to make contact either too close to your hands or even 

more so at the end of the bat.  When it was really cold, catching the ball in the 

pocket of the glove, directly on top of the palm, would cause your hand to go 

numb for several minutes, and you didn’t mind because otherwise it would hurt 

too much. 

No matter.  The pain would go away soon enough, and the grass would 

become green and the world would be comfortable again.    

In the springtime, the anticipation of the games began, and it took way too 

long for the games to begin.   I liked going to the practices, but the games were 

what counted.   

Aside from organized little league, however, I also loved playing various 

kinds of baseball games in my yard or with my friends. If there was no one to 

play with, I would throw a rubber ball or tennis ball against the side of the 

garage for hours, wearing an infield in the yard, where I would always go deep 

into the hole between shortstop and third base, backhand the smash and fire to 
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first to nip a speedy runner.  I was either on the Cubs or the Yankees or the 

White Sox, and I was twenty-four and a superstar while I was yet eight or nine or 

ten. Sometimes I would pitch too, and I would strike out the other team’s best 

hitter with high heat or a wicked breaking ball, stranding the tying and winning 

runs in scoring position. Of course, as a hitter in my backyard mind games, I 

would always get the key hit with RBI or the necessary home run to the cheers of 

tens of thousands.  Fantasy baseball was rampant in my backyard.   

I sometimes think that fantasy is the opiate of those too inhibited to seek out 

adventures.  Perhaps adventure is the amphetamine of those not consumed by 

fantasy.  But, I conclude, there is room and purpose in this world for both, since 

too much adventure without inhibition could be dangerous. 

My brother Jim and I, or my neighbor John, would play wiffleball in our 

driveway, which allowed you to hit only to centerfield for a fair ball.  The door of 

the garage was our backstop, and of course every pitch meant that a ball, 

whether struck or not, would have to be retrieved.  This was okay with us, 

though the garage door suffered a bit.  It did not suffer as much as the side of the 

garage did, which was subjected to heavier rubber balls or tennis balls, and the 

paint and the wood and the nearby grass took a beating.  My parents were kind 

and understanding.   
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The plastic wiffleballs were solid, without the holes, and would come three 

to a package, although if you got more than one that didn’t have a too large soft 

spot you did well.  We would go to the Ben Franklin store to buy them with the 

coins that we would get from taking pop bottles back for deposit money.  Many 

of the balls ended up in the gutters of the house.  Many, especially the better 

ones, ended up cracked and worthless after a few at bats.  The good thing was 

that these balls could be pitched like a baseball, and you could throw fastballs or 

curveballs or sliders or knuckleballs.  My brother could throw great knuckleballs 

with a wiffleball.  We would play for hours, taking turns being different major 

league teams, learning the batting orders, and imitating the hitting and pitching 

styles of the various players.  My brother liked to be the Cleveland Indians or the 

New York Mets, because he liked underdogs and he liked to be different.  This 

was the 1960’s, and the Mets and Indians were always underdogs. 

This was a game for our driveway, and really only for my brother, me, and 

one or two other close friends and neighbors who understood the way that we 

played the game in the driveway.  There were other kids, of course, but we 

didn’t encourage them to play this game, because this was our game.  It wasn’t 

that we were being maliciously discriminatory.  Rather, we knew the rules 

because we made them, and we knew the way to play this game, and others 

would just want to change the rules that we had developed.  We simply didn’t 
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want anyone to mess with it.  And this game was only meant to be played by two 

participants at a time.  One person would pitch and field, and one person would 

bat.   Over the sidewalk was a home run. Other hits were designated as singles or 

doubles or triples based upon an unwritten and unfixed understanding of what 

kind of hit should constitute a single or double or triple.  The pitcher would call 

balls and strikes, and we were all okay with this. 

There were other games, bigger games, involving more kids from the 

neighborhood.  These would be played at the park down the street.  Most of the 

time, these were played with real baseballs, mostly stained green and brown. 

Sometimes they were water-damaged which made them almost too heavy to use.  

We didn’t have catcher’s equipment, and few good pitchers, so we played, 

mostly, a slow pitch version, and usually we didn’t have enough players to cover 

all fields.  Thus, the field was geared for right handed hitters, and any balls hit to 

right field would either be considered foul or an out altogether.  We would set 

up our baseball field on the outfield grass of the regular baseball field, and we 

would make bases out of cardboard or discarded pieces of wood or even the 

baseball mitts of players whose team was batting.  We might even draw squares 

in the grass by dragging our heels so as to pull out the grass, making the outline 

of a base. 
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We all knew each other, and we played at each other’s houses all the time.  

There was a consensus and an understanding of the park baseball game rules.  

From time to time there would be a dispute over an out or safe call, or whether a 

catch was really a catch or a trap.  For the most part, there were few arguments, 

simply because we all understood the local rules. These games would involve 

running the bases, unlike the driveway game, and we would play for hours. 

We had other kinds of baseball related games as well, and I assumed that 

we invented all of them.  All of us had our own dice baseball leagues.  Snake-

eyes was a triple, double sixes was a home run, two and one was a strikeout, as 

was four and five.  We would have leagues with four or six or eight teams, based 

upon major league teams, using major league players, based upon the extent of 

our collection of baseball cards.  Statistics of all kinds were kept religiously. 

We played running bases or “pickle.”  Everyone in our neighborhood 

played this, boys and girls, old and young.   

We played baseball-against-the-steps.  It was invented by my friend Scott 

and his brothers. We knew this game was unique. Usually only two people 

played at one time. The offensive player would throw a rubber ball or tennis ball 

against my friend Scott’s front steps, trying to hit the connecting point at which 

the horizontal tread of a step met a vertical riser.  If he was successful in hitting 

that connecting point, the ball would ricochet high into the air, hopefully with 
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enough power to get into the street for a home run. Most balls, of course, didn’t 

hit that connecting point, and they became ground balls or easy fly outs or line 

outs. The second player would have to catch the ricocheted ball.  Ground balls 

that went past the fielder were hits, as were uncaught line drives or flies, and the 

farther they went, the more bases the batter went, though he didn’t actually run 

the bases. 

I have heard of kids who made baseballs out of aluminum foil.  They would 

roll it into the shape of a baseball, and the pitcher could make them move in any 

direction, and playing with these aluminum foil balls would be similar to 

wiffleball too.  

We also played a game of Frisbee baseball.  This involved using plastic 

coffee can lids and a wiffle ball bat.  If you hit it well, it would really go.  

We all collected baseball cards of course. When we had multiple cards of a 

player, or simply cards of players we didn’t like, we inserted them into our 

bicycle spokes to make engine noises as we rode. We chewed the gum, though 

the flavor never lasted very long.  Often, it seemed that the package of cards had 

been in a warehouse too long, and the gum had dried to the consistency of 

wallboard.  Before we learned to recognize this gum, it would be chewed and 

spat out almost instantly.  Later, of course, it was discarded without being 

chewed at all because it was patently unchewable.   
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Baseball had a way of bringing kids together.  I am sure that all of the kids 

that played these games then still recall them fondly, and perhaps even have one 

or two memories of an amazing catch or a great hit.   There were occasional 

minor injuries that seemed major at the time, and sometimes these injuries were 

game-ending events for everyone, though I can’t recall any injuries that were so 

severe that the player could not play the next day.  The games were truly 

designed to be fair and fun.  These were not the kind of games where one group 

of kids would challenge another group of kids to see who had the best team 

around.  Instead, we would choose up sides from among the available pool of 

talent (our friends), taking care that the teams had roughly equivalent talent 

levels.  We would play the better part of most every day, until lunchtime or 

dinnertime. 

Every player at this time also played on a little league team, and some of us 

were on the same team.  In fact, the father of three of the kids was the manager of 

the little league team that several of us played on when we were eight or nine or 

even ten. 

At some point, we were all best friends with one of the other players, and 

then later this might change, for no discernible reason.  We all remember who 

played in the park baseball games, and the positions they played.  As the years 

passed, we changed, and our friends and interests changed, but we all knew that 
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always—always—we had these games in common in our memories.  There are 

reminiscences yet on occasion.   

In our beginnings, our neighborhood was our world, and we were 

comfortable with those who populated our world.  We were suspicious of those 

from outside that world who sought to be part of it.  We feared, I think, that they 

might want to change the rules and the understandings that brought order, as we 

saw it, to our world.   

But life moves on, and we have all gone in different directions.  As we grew, 

our world expanded.  We started, however, from a common beginning, and this 

is, for some reason, comforting.  Summers were long and lazy and filled with the 

scents of grass and leather, and the sounds of bats and balls, and the voices of 

children at play.   

It was a nice way to grow up.   
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_____  

 

Chapter 2 

 

* * * 

 

FLOWERS AND LEATHER 

 

 

At the funeral home, I looked at Joe, and he had the same face that I had 

always known.  It even seemed to have the grin that I knew, and I expected and 

wanted him to get up and laugh and say that he had really pulled another and 

bigger and better prank on us all.  The hair was all there, and looked as ready to 

accept a baseball cap as ever.   It didn’t look nearly as gray as the hair that 

adorned most of the mourners.  He looked to be at peace, though he always had.   

I am certain that he had his moments of doubt and unhappiness as we all 

did, but it seemed to me that he was almost always happy.  This was comforting.  

There was a natural grin to his face, and it was always only a muscle twitch away.  

He was mischievous by nature, inquisitive, curious, and he seemed to experience 

more of life than anyone else I knew.  He was smart in a street-smart way.  He 

knew more of the world than the rest of us. Perhaps adventurous is the 

appropriate adjective.  That’s it—he was adventurous.   

I think he was happy because he sought adventures. He was liked by 

everyone, and he had a way of making everyone feel comfortable with his smile 
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and a kind word.  He moved easily among the various groups of students when 

we were in high school.  He brought many people into his adventures.   

He was good at all kinds of games. He loved basketball and he loved 

baseball, but he was good at pool and pinball and bowling, and I heard later, 

even at golf.  He loved to play games because he loved to compete.  He did not 

look happy when he wasn’t winning, but he usually won, and when he didn’t, 

the unhappiness passed soon anyway.   

He was always a little bigger than most of us, and stronger too.  He was 

actually more athletic than all of us, though you might not expect that this 

slightly oversized body could be so athletic.  But his legs and arms and shoulders 

were strong, even if he didn’t have the flat tummy that many athletes in their 

youths possessed. 

I believe that I first met him when I was seven or possibly eight years old.  I 

was, I think, not really considered shy by my friends, particularly when it came 

to sports.  But, I don’t think that it ever would have occurred to me to approach a 

group of kids that I did not know and ask to join in their baseball game.  I just 

would not have done it, and I suspect that the other kids that played in our 

games would not have done it either, not at seven or eight years old, and 

probably not at twelve or thirteen either. 

Joe did it.   
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We were playing one of our games at the park, and he was riding by on his 

bike, his glove hanging from his handlebars, the way that we all carried our mitts 

on our bikes.  His bike was aged a little more than our bikes and the suspicion 

was that it had been handed down more times than the bikes that we rode.  He 

looked tougher than we did, and I think that we were a bit intimidated by him.  

But we had numbers on our side, if this was to be an issue.  It wasn’t.   In 

retrospect, he was probably riding from an even bigger park several blocks away 

that most of us didn’t go to unless our parents drove us, and he had to pass 

through our little park on his way home.  

He stopped his bike near our field, watching us.  We wondered who he was 

and what he wanted.  We didn’t really want intruders in our games.  We were 

comfortable with our way of doing things.   

“Can I play?” he asked.  We were not sure what to make of this.  First, none 

of us would have been so bold.  Second, he was a bit bigger and obviously 

stronger than us, and this would potentially upset the team structure of the day.  

We wouldn’t know which team to put him on.  The balance of power between 

the two teams was a rather scientific determination, and had already been the 

subject of some study, discussion, and consensus.  As I recall, he did join our 

game, but we soon realized that he was too strong and too good, and it did mess 

the natural order of the games.  If we had said no, I suspect that he would have 
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gotten on his bike and continued on until he found some other kids to play with, 

and he would have asked them, “Can I play?”   

I am pretty sure that his team won our little game that day. 

He didn’t become a regular player, because he was not really from our 

neighborhood. When you are eight or nine or ten your world is pretty much 

limited to your neighborhood, which is pretty much limited to your block.  If he 

had lived on our block, he would have been a regular, if he so desired.  But I’m 

not sure that he would have wanted to.  He might have needed better 

competition.  He was never banned from our games, because I remember that 

there were other later occasions that he rode by and joined in.  Besides, we would 

never have banned anyone. It was not in us to resolve to ban anyone.  We might 

not encourage someone’s attendance, but we would not ban.  When Joe did come 

by, each team wanted him on its side.  He remained better than us.   

I can’t say that I got to know him in any meaningful way at that time.  He 

didn’t attend our school. All the rest of us went to the public school, and he went 

to the Catholic school across the street.  It was somewhat odd to sometimes see 

him across the street from our school grounds, wearing his light blue shirt with 

dark blue tie, which was the uniform that the Catholic school boys wore.  He 

certainly didn’t seem like a shirt and tie kid to us.  The shirttail always escaped 

his pants. 
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In junior high, he continued to attend the Catholic school and we moved 

from the public grade school to the public junior high.  I would see him mainly in 

the summer, at little league games, or at the park on occasion.  We were not 

really friends, not because I didn’t like him, and I don’t think it was because he 

didn’t like me.  It was more that, at that age, your friends are who you play with 

the most and who you spend the most time with. Others are just people you 

know, but you probably don’t refer to them as friends.  I just knew that he was a 

good baseball player, and while I was not as good, I tried hard to be competitive, 

and I think he respected that.  In fact, when we were thirteen, we were on the 

same little league team for the first time.  I played shortstop and Joe played third 

base.  I like to think that a mutual athletic respect developed then, and it was 

really that year that I can say that we became friends. 

I came to learn that he lived uptown, and we had never known anyone who 

lived uptown in our suburban town. The kids in my world all lived in houses a 

few blocks from town.  We were on the south side of town, and we knew that 

there was a north side of town then, but it may as well have been on the other 

side of the world.  It wasn’t until ages eleven and twelve that the little league 

baseball league had north and south side teams play against each other in playoff 

games.  This was our first exposure to north side kids, and then later, of course, 
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many of us went to the same high school.  We learned then that the north side 

kids were from the same country that we lived in. 

But Joe was from uptown, right in the middle, and he not only knew south 

side kids, but he knew Catholic school kids and north side kids too, at an earlier 

age than all of us.  As a kid from uptown, Joe’s world was not populated with 

other kids in the way that our neighborhood was.  Joe had to expand his own 

world to find kids to play with. 

Looking back on it, this lack of provinciality gained him many more friends 

than the rest of us.  He didn’t have time to be suspicious of newcomers as we did.  

He was too busy seeking out new friends, new neighborhoods, and new 

adventures. 

As time went on, I learned that he lived in an apartment that was above a 

bar.  This was unlike anyone we had ever known.  Joe was the only child of his 

parents, which was also unusual.  Most of the rest of us of the baby boom years 

came from families with four or five or six or more children.    I later knew one 

family with twelve kids.  

Joe was also the child of parents who seemed to have come from another 

country.  I am not sure when I came to think this.  It was probably at a little 

league baseball game that I met his father.  He seemed to have an accent, though 

I certainly knew nothing of accents and therefore couldn’t place it.  I know that I 
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later met his mother, though I don’t recall when or how.  I do remember his 

father coming out to many little league games, slightly balding, looking older 

somewhat than the other parents, wearing glasses and often with an over-sized 

cigar, sometimes lit, sometimes just used as a pacifier.  He would stand to watch, 

never sitting, and he seemed to usually arrive in a blue car in the second inning 

or so, and seldom by the beginning of the game.  He didn’t talk much with the 

other parents, but sometimes I would see him talk to Joe briefly and I would hear 

the accent, though I can’t even say that it was pronounced. It was just there a 

little bit.  I talked more with his father (whose name was, as I recall, also Joe) 

when we were in high school.  He would occasionally drive us to basketball 

practice or to school or to varsity basketball games when we were freshman or 

sophomores.   He usually had the cigar, even in the mornings, and he and Joe 

communicated in grunts or short sentences or single words.  This was not 

atypical, of course, for teenagers and their parents. 

His father was always nice to me, and I never heard Joe say an unkind word 

about him. In fact, he never said an unkind word about either of his parents. This 

was a remarkable thing, compared with many other teens that I came to know. 

I can’t say that I ever really knew his mother.  I had spoken with her on 

occasion when I would stop by their apartment to get Joe to go to a baseball 

game or basketball game.  This was later on, in early high school.  She too had an 
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accent, and she dressed in a manner that made her appear older than she 

probably was.  When you are young, it is easy to misjudge the ages of older 

people.  When you are old, it is easy to misjudge everyone’s age.  She was kind to 

me and would talk briefly to me about how I was doing and where we were 

going.  She always seemed to be cleaning, and she always wore a dress of some 

sort, perhaps with apron, and with substantial shoes. 

I believe that we were juniors in high school, sixteen or seventeen years of 

age.  It was, I think, in the springtime that Joe lost his father.  Joe was called out 

of school suddenly one day, which is almost never a good thing.  Tragically, his 

father had died in an accident while doing some work on his car.  A jack holding 

up the car had slipped.   

I think that Joe was the first or second person I knew at that time that had 

lost a parent.  Other friends, including Steve and Dave and Brian and John, also 

lost fathers in high school.  I feel fortunate that I never knew the pain that they 

knew.   

And now, as I am older, and a parent myself, I think that I feel even more 

sorry for the fathers of these young men than I did for their sons when we were 

in high school, because they, like Joe’s father, didn’t get to see the fine young 

men that their sons became, and they never knew the generation after their sons.  

All the sons and daughters who lost a parent at a young age lost something else 
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too: their lost parent would not get to meet and enjoy the sons and daughters of 

their own sons and daughters.  And those next-generation sons and daughters 

would not get to know that grandparent. The circle of life was now missing a 

link. These mothers and fathers who died too young, would, I know, all be proud 

of the persons that their sons and their daughters became, and of the generation 

after. 

I do not know what Joe and his mother did to support themselves.  They 

stayed for several years in the same apartment, but for some reason I think they 

later moved to a different apartment several blocks away.  I assumed that Joe 

helped to support her, and perhaps this was why he didn’t go away to college as 

many of the rest of us did.   

By this time, well after high school, I would see Joe only occasionally, but I 

would always ask about his mom, and I think he appreciated this.  He knew my 

parents fairly well, because he spent a lot of time at my house early in high 

school.  Later, as we grew older and saw each other less often, he always made it 

a point to ask about them, and I appreciated it.  

It was several years after high school that Joe’s mom passed also, though I 

can’t recall just when or why.  I think that I read about it in the paper, or perhaps 

my parents read it and called me.  I was sad for Joe again.  I am sad now that she 

didn’t get to see Joe’s beautiful wife and handsome sons.  She would be so proud 
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of her son.  I am sure that Joe was sad that his parents didn’t get to see him be a 

father.   

It is tragic when a parent is deprived of the chance to see his or her child 

become a parent.  It is tragic too when a child is too young at the time of the 

death of his or her parent to remember the parent as a father or mother, and not 

just as a face in a picture frame.  

I only hope that Joe didn’t suffer both tragedies. 

At Joe’s wake, I saw his sons, the older one, Joey, and the younger one, 

Danny, for only a fleeting moment, running in the hallway of the parlor. I didn’t 

get to meet them, though I would have liked to.  It was late, and they were soon 

gone.  In the moment that I saw them, I knew immediately who they were.  Their 

faces were their father’s face, and the hair was also.  I could see the grin too.  

 I’m sure that they like baseball.  

And I’m sure they will be good to their mother.  
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_____ 

 

Chapter 3 

 

* * * 

 

LEATHER AND HARDWOOD 

    

 

Baseball gave way to basketball as a passion at some point in high school.  

Partly it occurred because the pitches came too fast to hit.  Mostly it occurred 

because of the fear that they came too fast to get out of the way if they came at 

my anatomy.  This makes curveballs into the most confounding things.  It is 

impossible to be a good hitter under those circumstances.  In fact, after awhile, I 

couldn’t even look the part.  My butt and head and legs and shoulders were 

moving backwards instinctively, while at that same instant my brain was 

shouting “CURVEBALL!” at me, causing my arms to feebly fling the bat forward 

in an unnatural lurch while the pitch continued its downward arc.  Soon I was 

out.  Worse, I was no longer a man, because fear won, and I and everyone else 

knew it. The others knew that it could happen to them at any time, and probably 

would, but for the moment, their testosterone-making abilities were intact while 

they looked with either pity or scorn at me, knowing that mine were gone.  I 

couldn’t often tell which it was, pity or scorn, perhaps because I didn’t want to 

meet their eyes. I wasn’t the first person that this happened to, and we all knew 
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that I wouldn’t be the last.  Fear would get most all of them, later if not sooner, 

and often at the receiving end of a fast fastball in the ribs or shoulder.  Death 

Row is the on-deck circle.  

Enough of these humiliations and I decided that a part-time job was needed 

to salvage my reputation and to rehabilitate my ego.  It was a good excuse to get 

out of the way of those now too fast fastballs.  If I have to work, I can’t be on the 

team. Thus, I didn’t have to bat, and I couldn’t get hit.  I suspect that there is a 

statistical correlation between those seeking jobs and too many fast fastball 

pitchers, though I can’t prove it.    

This is not to say that basketball is a game for people lacking sufficient 

courage to play baseball.  It’s just that I never had fears that my mortality was at 

issue while playing basketball. Yes, it could be frightening to take a charge from 

a larger player.  But that kind of pain was radically different than a fastball in the 

ribs or against a temple.  Several tall pitchers with very fast fastballs could easily 

cause me to question my will to live.  I admired then, and still admire, those with 

the courage to overcome that fear.  

Eventually, the instinct to survive supplanted the instinct to hit, and I was 

done as a baseball player.   Several years later I began to play twelve-inch softball, 

and it brought back much of the joy of baseball, without the risk of hit-by-pitch, 

but of course it wasn’t quite the same game.  This was okay.  Even the pitching 
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machines at the batting cages would throw fastballs at my head on the few 

occasions I dared to enter them after I stopped playing baseball.    

Basketball called in junior high.  I loved basketball too.  I loved the feel of 

the ball.  I loved to dribble the ball.  I loved to make a great pass, or a defensive 

steal, or to come up with a big rebound.  I loved the shoes.  In those days, only 

Converse made basketball shoes, white or black canvas, Chuck Taylor.  We never 

heard of him or knew anything about him, but his name was on everyone’s shoes.  

The shoes felt great and smelled even better, especially when new.  They tended 

to reach a point of no return after months of collecting sweat, at which time even 

a new car smell would implode to avoid the stench.  Then, new ones were in 

order, at $10.95 plus tax. 

Mostly, I loved to shoot jump shots.  The farther away from the basket, the 

better.  I was not the appropriate height for a basketball player, and I was not 

even very quick of foot.  There were many players much better than I was, and 

more athletic too.  But I learned to shoot, and from far away.  I knew that most 

other players were taller than me, and if I didn’t shoot from far away they would 

block my shots.  No point in being a good shooter if your shot is going to be 

blocked before it goes more than two feet.      

Basketball had one redeeming quality for me that made it fairly unique 

among sports.  You could practice the offensive aspects of the game alone, and 
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all you needed was a schoolyard with a hoop.  Baseball could be practiced alone, 

but only to a degree.  Without someone to pitch to you, however, or the coins 

and transportation to get to a batting cage, if there was even one around, you 

really couldn’t practice hitting.  Football was the same way. You could practice 

throwing and punting and running, but without other players, it was limited.   In 

tennis, you could hit off a wall alone, but the benefit was limited without another 

player. 

But basketball needed no one.  I could shoot for hours and be perfectly 

happy.  There were moves to be practiced.  Angles to be perfected on shots off 

the backboard.  Spins.  Dribbling behind the back.  Between the legs.  Floating 

runners.  Reverse lay-ups.  Left-handed.  Right handed.  Two handed underhand 

scoops. Jump shots off the dribble to the left.  Jump shots off the dribble to the 

right.  Fade-aways. Jump shots off the pass. High arc shots. Low trajectory shots. 

Free throws.  

I could shoot in good weather and bad.  Rain. Sun. Snow.  Indoors.  

Outdoors.  Day.  Night.  It didn’t matter. 

It was exciting.  It was adrenaline. It was tranquilizing. It was therapeutic. It 

was cathartic.   

It was pretty much all I wanted to do.   

I just loved doing it.   
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I was cut from the seventh grade basketball team.  This was okay.  I learned, 

and I practiced harder.   I made the team in eighth grade.  I played maybe four 

minutes all year. They were meaningless minutes too.  Others were simply better 

players.  I worked harder. 

Freshman year of high school, Joe and I and many others tried out for 

basketball.  I knew Joe had worked as hard as I did, and he was a better athlete. 

He made the “A” team.  I did not.  I made the “B” team.  This was okay with me. 

It was about this time that Joe and I began to play a lot of basketball 

together.  We played after school, at school.  We played at the YMCA.  We 

played at the local junior high school.  We played in my driveway.   

Joe had grown to be several inches taller than me, and he had a weight 

advantage and of course he was very strong.  My neighbor John and my friend 

Don and my brother Jim, and I, and Joe, would often play two on two in our 

driveway, rotating players.  Sometimes we would get more players and have 

three-on-three games, but this was about all that the driveway could handle.  We 

would play in all kinds of weather.  If there was snow, we would shovel off the 

snow and keep on playing.  When one ball got so cold that it would not bounce 

anymore, we would get the other ball and put the first ball in the house to warm 

up.  We hung lights so we could play at night. 
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We played a game called one-on-one-on-one.  It would take too long to 

explain how this game was played.  It was fun, though I may never have won 

when I played with Joe or John.  They were too tall and covered too much 

ground of our little driveway for me to get off many shots.  My only chance to 

win was to get very hot from the outside, which meant that I could not miss a 

shot, make the three free throws, run up the score and then let them beat up on 

each other.  The problem was that I would have to shoot from farther and farther 

out, and they would come out farther and farther to guard me.  Since the 

driveway got narrower the farther I got from the basket, this left even less room 

to work my way free to get a shot off.  And even if I somehow managed to make 

a move to get away from them and was able to go the basket, they could catch 

me from behind and block my shot.  In short, I was doomed from the start, but I 

did keep trying.   

We also developed another competition.  We would play one-on-one, 

sometimes “make it/take it,” sometimes not, but I had the same problems.  First 

one to eleven baskets would win.  A player had to win by two baskets. First, I 

might play John, my taller neighbor with the long arms.  I might get hot and hit a 

few shots at the beginning, but he would come out farther and farther to guard 

me.  Then, I might drive to the basket, but he was quick enough—or I was slow 

enough—that he could catch me from behind and block my shot.  The same was 
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true for Joe, though he was not as tall as John.  Joe was a better shooter than John, 

and just as strong.  

The problem in these games was that I was just as doomed.  If I got a lead, 

say eight to three or so, Joe or John would start to assert their physical presence 

in a way that I simply could not deny.  Not only were they bigger than me, but 

they had reached puberty almost in utero, while I feared that I might never reach 

it.  If I got a lead of several baskets, they would dribble in towards the basket—to 

the left, to the right and back again, slowly and deliberately but inexorably—

their butts towards me, pushing, pushing, relentlessly driving me backwards 

towards the basket despite my feeble counter-pushes, until they were close 

enough to pick up the ball, raise it over my head, then their heads, and lay it in 

for another basket.   

The inevitable defeat that I was to suffer was again only a few minutes—a 

few butt pushes—away. They knew it and I knew it, and I cursed the fact that 

nature had treated me so unkindly, and I cursed myself for allowing myself to be 

friends with those who would tease me with thoughts of victory so many times, 

only to take it away, again and again and again.  

Between the two of them, I lost ninety-nine (ninety-nine!) games in a row 

over the span of several months.   
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I refused to play the one hundredth game.  We never played one-on-one 

again. 

In retrospect, I probably should have taken another part-time job.  Baseball 

took part of my manhood, and Joe and John used their butts to push the rest of it 

under the basket so they could make lay-ups of their manhood over mine. 

I hated them for it, though I knew I would have done the same had I been 

gifted with the same height and strength, and had I been given a sap for a friend 

like me.   

Nonetheless, I look back fondly at those games.  I learned perseverance and 

patience, but I never learned how to defend against those who were capable of 

pushing me backwards with their butts.   

Such as it was, it was another common beginning, and I am reasonably 

certain that neither Joe nor John forgot the significance of the number ninety-nine.   

  In the end, Joe and John both became pretty good basketball players, and 

they ended up playing a lot of minutes on the varsity team in their senior years.  

I was happy for them. 

I got a part-time job. 
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_____ 

 

Chapter 4 

 

* * * 

 

BASES LOADED 

 

 

I have gotten ahead of myself.    

The point of it all is that Joe would always beat me.  Always.  Always.   

Of course, he wasn’t the only one to beat me.  It just seemed that way 

because the competitions were frequent and intense.  Plus, I always felt that I 

was so very close to winning, even just once, that a bit of extra effort and a little 

more work, and a little luck, would one day enable me to gain victory.   

However, there was one day, long ago in our youth, where I did get the best 

of him.  I never forgot it, but Joe probably did forget it, because he went on to 

create better memories for himself.  It wasn’t really a victory for me or my team.  

Instead, it merely enabled our team to tie a baseball game in the last inning, but 

little league didn’t allow for extra innings at that level. The game ended in a tie, 

but I can take solace in the fact that we would have lost but for my heroics.   

We were nine years old.  I was on the Gems.  Our uniforms consisted of 

navy blue t-shirts with green letters spelling “Gems” on the front. There were 

numbers on the back.  I was number 9, also in green.  We wore blue jeans 
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because there were no pants or cool baseball socks with the uniforms. The shirts 

had an interesting smell, almost oily, when they were first distributed. I played 

third base, and sometimes pitched, though my sidearm motion was not 

encouraged.  We had a formidable lineup, and I batted leadoff, followed by 

several players who ultimately became good high school athletes in various 

sports.  We had a good but not great team.   

My friend Joe played on the Oaks, I think.  They wore burgundy shirts with 

yellow or white lettering.    They had a good team also, but I simply can’t recall 

their other players. 

In any event, one evening in the summer of 1964, the Gems met the Oaks in 

an important showdown.  Every game, of course, was the most important we 

ever played. We were playing at the park down the street from my house.  This 

was the same park where we played our neighborhood games, and where Joe 

had come by and asked, “Can I play?”   

Going into the bottom of the last inning, the Oaks were leading 10-6, with 

little hope for the Gems. Amazingly, the Gems were able to get a man on base, 

then another, and then another.  Two outs were made.  Joe was on the mound for 

the Oaks. 

Bases loaded.  Two outs.  10-6 ballgame.  Me, at bat.  The Gems were down 

to their last out. The crowd was clamoring for a hit, or a walk, or a hit batsman.  
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(Story of my life—in a big moment, when I am at the plate, the crowd wants me 

to get hit with a pitch!  I should have gotten a part-time job at age 9.) 

Joe fires a fastball to get ahead in the count.  Strike one.  Another fastball. 

High inside.  Crowd boos when batter (me!) ducks out of the way.  Another 

fastball.  Strike two.  Another fastball.  Outside.  Ball two.  Two and two.  Two 

out.  The crowd is on its feet.  The tension is unbearable.  They want a hit 

batsman.  It’s the fans’ last, best hope.  If Extrom gets hit by a pitch, one run will 

be in, bases will still be loaded, and a grand slam will win it.   The meat of the 

order follows me. 

Joe peers in at the catcher.  He gets the sign, though there is only one sign.  

It looks cool if you check it anyway.  He checks the runners.  They can’t steal 

because stealing is not allowed, but it looks cool to check them too.   There is a 

sound of a collective sucking of breath. 

Another fastball.  Letter high.  Outside corner. 

On the Gems, I had a bat that I loved.  It was black, without dents, and the 

handle was not too thick or too thin.  It was perfect.  It even smelled nice. 

I unloaded my bat with all I had. 

The sun stopped its descent into the horizon. The earth stopped rotating for 

a brief moment.   Time paused in anticipation.   
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The crowd swallowed air silently as it stood as one, watching, waiting, 

straining to hear angels sing, and the sound of trumpets. 

Gloriously the grass-stained sphere soared into the evening sky, deep and 

far into right center field.   

Ten to ten. 

Game tied. 

The game ended that way. 

I don’t think I ever had another moment like it.   

Ever.   
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_____ 

 

Chapter 5 

 

* * * 

 

EXTRA INNINGS 

 

This is not to say that I have not had some other successes in my life. But a 

walk-off victory (all right, I know it was a tie!) moment didn’t occur again for me, 

at least not that I recall.  Moreover, it is possible, I suppose, that the drive was 

not nearly as stupendous as I recalled it.  I will allow for the possibility, however 

slight, that the ball actually popped over the first basemen’s head into shallow 

right field, that the right fielder stopped pulling worms from the ground when 

the crowd was screaming at him, that he ran in and picked up the ball and 

promptly fired it over the head of the shortstop into left field, that the left fielder 

let the ball go through his legs and then retrieved it and fired it over the head of 

the third baseman, while I scurried around the bases, huffing after my 

teammates. 

This is not, however, the way that I remember it, and I like my memory 

better.  Besides, it makes for a happier story, as I see it. 
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There are those who have had many “grand slam” moments in their lives.  

We tend to be jealous of them. They seem to make the best of many such 

moments, and the rest of us hope to make the best of one of them.  

This one was sweet for me not because Joe was pitching.  At that time, 

although I knew him, we had not yet developed a sense of competition between 

us.  That didn’t occur until later.   

This victory was sweet because my parents happened to be at the game, 

and just as I crossed home plate, my grandparents drove up in their car. They 

had come from Chicago, and they had just missed the home run.  But they were 

there right afterwards—while the crowd was still collecting its breath—and I 

thrilled to tell them what had just happened, and I could see that they were 

happy for me, and a little proud too.   

Every child deserves a moment like this. That my family was there to share 

it with me made it all the nicer.   
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_____ 

 

Chapter 6 

 

* * * 

 

“BATTING FIFTH AND PLAYING THIRD BASE . . .” 

I remembered this moment, among many others, when I stood and looked 

at my friend at the funeral home.  I mostly remembered that he was happy.  I 

remembered his grin.  I remembered that he gave me all of my nicknames.  I 

remembered his batting stance. I remembered his form on his jump shot.  I 

remembered how he got a lot of important “garbage baskets” because he knew 

how to box out and collect a rebound and jump backwards, protecting the ball, 

and put in a lay-up.  He knew the fundamentals.  He had the intangibles. 

As I looked at him, only 47 years old, I realized that a part of my life and a 

good part of my childhood had passed on also, never to be reclaimed.  His 

passing didn’t cause this; it just made me realize that time was moving forward, 

and the more it moves forward, there are going to be others whose journey 

reaches its end, and we will be reminded again that we must treasure our 

moments and our memories.   

But to treasure the memories, we must first be adventurous enough to 

create them. 
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There was something bonding about all of the games that we played.  The 

playing of games by boys not yet sophisticated enough to be concerned about 

more important things is, in itself, an important thing.  We learned things 

without knowing that we were learning things:  acceptance of rules, consensus, 

teamwork, competition, role-playing, how to create memories.  There was 

something important about learning to feel a part of something beyond one’s self.  

Some players were better than others, but everyone was accepted, so long as you 

made the effort.    

There are, of course, other kinds of memories for children to have, and it is 

my own fault, my own insulated provinciality, that makes me think that sports 

memories are special.  Of course there are other memories for others with 

different interests and talents.  Those with beautiful voices will recall a song sung 

well in a show, or in a church, perhaps, or a role in a play or musical.  Others will 

recall a story or poem or book written.  For others, it’s an instrument played well 

in recital.  For some, it’s a successful science experiment or project, or mastering 

of calculus. For others, it’s a helping hand lent to a friend or stranger in need. A 

special holiday.  A moment of sadness or grief.  These are worthy of memory 

also, and we should all have all kinds of memories.  Sports memories are special 

to me, perhaps because I liked to insert a sound track behind incredible athletic 

feats, especially my own (which were, sadly, only fantasy), but surely I was not 
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the only one with these fantasies. The voice of Jack Brickhouse saying, “Back, 

back, Hey, Hey!  Home run for Extrom. The Cubs win on a grand slam by 

Extrom,” echoed through my childish brain thousands of times.  I only wish I 

had more such memories, and memories that were based on reality instead of 

fantasy.  There were stars in high school, of course, and they were on a pedestal 

for many of us, and I think that part of what built that pedestal was our own 

belief that those stars had more memories than the rest of us, and they had 

reason to have them, and we wished to be them, to be like them, even if just a 

little bit, because we wished to have memories like them. 

The key is to do the things to create the memories—to create or be in the 

circumstances in which memories can be made—because the memories are what 

we will take with us as long as we can remember, and shared memories are the 

best memories.  And the memories can be made anywhere, doing anything, even 

in a little park or a driveway.  But they must be made by doing something, by 

some sort of action.  There is no one who does not like to reminisce, and lonely is 

the person who has nothing to say or to remember.  

And they don’t have to be grand slam moments.  They need only be 

something done in the presence of others, leading to an emotional response—joy, 

sadness, anger, excitement, jubilation, laughter, tears—in all participants and 

observers. It can be two people or millions of people, but it generally requires 
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more than one person.  And it doesn’t require an adventure, but it usually 

requires some sort of interaction with others—a quiet conversation, a phrase of 

comfort, a touchdown pass thrown or caught or broken up, a base hit, an aria, a 

speech, an engine humming in a repair shop, a fish breaking the surface of a 

quiet lake—someone there with someone else present to share that moment and 

to catch the moment in a snapshot or a short video in the brain.  And a memory 

is made. 

I am sure that Joe in the course of his life had many more “grand slam” 

moments than I did, though I don’t think that the moments themselves were 

what made him happy.  He liked the adventure, and I don’t think that he would 

let a few times where he didn’t succeed in the moment take away his enjoyment 

of the adventure.  It surely never would interfere with seeking more such 

moments.  This is probably what makes winners. 

Happiness should not be dependent upon such moments, but to some 

extent those moments make a difference.  

I hope that his sons make adventures of their lives. I hope that they have 

some fantasy as well.  There is some fun in fantasy, but I hope that they learn 

what he knew instinctively: that satisfaction and happiness come from seeking 

the adventures. 
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I think that Joey and Danny will be happy, because their mom and dad 

were happy.  And their dad will be watching them, enjoying their adventures. I 

am certain that he will be proud of them, whether they have many grand slam 

moments or one grand slam moment.    

There will be home runs for Joe’s sons, Joey and Danny, and they will have 

successes too.  I am sad that they won’t have their father with them.  He would 

surely have enjoyed watching them and coaching them.  They are so very young, 

and he would be sad to think that he couldn’t watch them grow up.  

But then I think that there were a lot of things that their father didn’t have 

that many of us did, and yet he was happy.   

Now that I am older, I realize that he had something that the rest of us did 

not have:  He had the courage and the ability to make the whole world his 

neighborhood.  That way, he never felt like an outsider or a stranger, and all the 

people in the world became his friends, his neighbors, and his teammates.  

Perhaps he was happy because he had the courage to say, “Can I play?”  It 

occurs to me that we should all have the courage to say, “Can I play?”  And we 

should all have the wisdom, and the kindness, to say, “Would you like to play?”    

He made an adventure of his life, which is better, I am convinced, than 

making a fantasy of it.  
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I am certain that he is already playing third base and batting fifth on a team 

that is battling for first place. The bases are loaded and he steps from the on-deck 

circle.  And he is grinning. 

 

* * * * * 

 

The End 

 

 


